A MONTHLY TEACHING LETTER

This is my one hundred and eighty-fourth monthly teaching letter and continues my sixteenth year of publication. Since WTL #137, I have been continuing a series entitled The Greatest Love Story Ever Told, and have been expanding on its seven stages ever since: (1) the courtship, (2) the marriage, (3) the honeymoon, (4) the estrangement, (5) the divorce, (6) the reconciliation, and (7) the remarriage.

THE GREATEST LOVE STORY EVER TOLD, Part 43:
THE ESTRANGEMENT (of Benjamin) continued:

In the last lesson (WTL 183), it was demonstrated how the tribe of Benjamin was divorced and placed into a “seven times punishment” (i.e., 2520 years), as the other eleven tribes of Israel were. Now some of the early British Israel writers erred by claiming that only the northern ten tribes (i.e., the house of Israel) were ever divorced. In doing so, they had to overlook one of the most important passages of scripture which proves that all the tribes of Israel were divorced and placed into a “seven times punishment” period. We find at Ezekiel 35:1-13:

1 Moreover the word of Yahweh came unto me, saying, 2 Son of man (i.e. Adam), set thy face against mount Seir, and prophesy against it, 3 And say unto it, Thus saith Yahweh Elohim; Behold, O mount Seir, I am against thee, and I will stretch out mine hand against thee, and I will make thee most desolate. 4 I will lay thy cities waste, and thou shalt be desolate, and thou shalt know that I am Yahweh. 5 Because thou hast had a perpetual hatred, and hast shed the blood of the children of Israel by the force of the sword in the time of their calamity, in the time that their iniquity had an end: 6 Therefore, as I live, saith Yahweh Elohim, I will prepare thee unto blood, and blood shall pursue thee: [since] thou hast not hated blood, even blood shall pursue thee. 7 Thus will I make mount Seir most desolate, and cut off from it him that passeth out and him that returneth. 8 And I will fill his mountains with his slain men: in thy hills, and in thy valleys, and in all thy rivers, shall they fall that are slain with the sword. 9 I will make thee perpetual desolations, and thy cities shall not return: and ye shall know that I am Yahweh. 10 Because thou hast said, These two nations and these two countries shall be mine [i.e., old home of the house of Israel and old home of the house of Judah], and we will possess it; whereas Yahweh was there: 11 Therefore, as I live, saith Yahweh Elohim, I will even do according to thine anger, and according to thine envy which thou hast used out of thy hatred against them; and I will make myself
known among them, [i.e., the true tribes of Israel] when I have judged thee [i.e., Esau-Edom]. 12 And thou shalt know that I am Yahweh, and that I have heard all thy blasphemies which thou hast spoken against the mountains [i.e., nations] of Israel, saying, They are laid desolate, they are given us to consume H402 [i.e., eat, or use up, or inhabit undeservedly]. 13 Thus with your mouth ye have boasted against me, and have multiplied your words against me: I have heard them.”

Gesenius’ on H402: “… n.f. food, Gen. 1:29; 6:21; of the food of wild beasts, Jer. 12:9; food of fire, i.e. fuel Eze. 15:4, 6.” Surely here, the idea of the Edomite-jews being “consumed” are food or fuel for Yahweh’s fire! For a fuller explanation of H402, see Gesenius on H398. To understand the context of Eze. 35:1-13, we should take into consideration Eze. 16:1-3:

“1 Again the word of Yahweh came unto me, saying, 2 Son of Adam, cause Jerusalem to know her abominations, 3 And say, Thus saith Yahweh Elohim unto Jerusalem; Thy birth and thy nativity is of the land of Canaan; thy father was an Amorite, and thy mother an Hittite.”

At Eze. 15:1-6, the Amorite and Hittite are likened to a weak “vine tree” among the strong “trees of the forest”! This passage states:

“1 And the word of Yahweh came unto me, saying, 2 Son of Adam, What is the vine tree more than any tree, or than a branch which is among the trees of the forest? 3 Shall wood be taken thereof to do any work? or will men take a pin of it to hang any vessel thereon? 4 Behold, it is cast into the fire for fuel; the fire devoureth both the ends of it, and the midst of it is burned. Is it meet for any work? 5 Behold, when it was whole, it was meet for no work: how much less shall it be meet yet for any work, when the fire hath devoured it, and it is burned? 6 Therefore thus saith Yahweh Elohim; As the vine tree among the trees of the forest, which I have given to the fire for fuel, so will I give the [Amorite and Hittite] inhabitants of Jerusalem.” Inasmuch as the iniquities of the twelve tribes of Israel have not come to a final end, the greater part of these prophecies of “fuel for the fire” are yet to be fulfilled. And inasmuch as Benjamin was part of the southern house of Judah, surely there will be retribution on the evil “vine tree” for Benjamin’s sake. In short, the evil Amorite and Hittite “vine tree” is good-for-nothing!

BRITISH ROYAL FAMILY AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT STORY

Amongst the Adamic family of nations, marriages are very important, especially among the twelve tribes of Israel. There is the marriage of Yahweh to His chosen, the twelve tribes of Israel, and there are those marriages between Israelite men and women. And had Yahweh married any racial group other than the twelve tribes of Israel, it would have been adultery, a violation of His own commandment! So, there’ll be no blacks or yellows, or any other shade of darkness in His Kingdom! Sad to say, but some bad blood maneuvered its way into the British Royal Family. The reader should review a paper I wrote on this subject, How Long Can Elizabeth II Live? Since writing that essay, I have recently found more evidence that Philip Mountbatten had jewish ancestry. Before presenting that evidence, I will review part of what I wrote in that composition:
I said the following in lesson #49: ‘... from the news I notice the queen-mother of England is dead. I’m fully persuaded Elizabeth II is the last pureblooded descendant of David left to sit on the throne, while Philip Mountbatten and his heirs are of questionable blood presenting prophecy problems.’ Then again in lesson #50 I reiterated: ‘In the last lesson, I briefly mentioned that the queen-mother of Britain had died. I believe that this is a major mile-marker in time as to where we are today on Yahweh’s time-clock. I would remind you that Scripture says in no uncertain terms that there would always be a descendant of David on a throne somewhere until Messiah’s Second Advent. Conceivably, this could mean: if the present Queen Elizabeth II were to have a heart attack and die, and our Redeemer has not returned, the promise to David is a lie and our Bible is untrustworthy.

Some are of the opinion that if the Queen were to suddenly die, the throne could be transferred to another branch of the family. That would be the usual process, but those who make that statement don’t take into account there were only to be three “overturns”, Ezekiel 21: 27, and all three have already happened (i.e., Jerusalem to Ireland, to Scotland, to England). Queen Elizabeth II undoubtedly represents the last surviving pureblooded heir to the throne on behalf of the third “overturn.” Let’s now document why the tainted-blood offspring of Elizabeth by Philip are unqualified to take that throne.

Philip was of the line of Battenberg until the name was changed to Mountbatten. ... The Encyclopedia Britannica (1963), volume 3, page 281: “Battenberg, the name of a family of German counts, which died out about 1314, whose seat was the castle of Kellerburg, near Battenberg, in Hesse. The title was revived in 1851, when Alexander (1823-88), a younger son of Louis II, grand duke of Hesse, contracted a morganatic marriage with the Polish lady, Countess Julia Theresa von Hauke (1825-95), who was then created countess of Battenberg. In 1858 the countess and her children were raised to the rank of princes and princesses of Battenberg, with the title of Durchlaucht, or serene highness ... In 1917 the eldest son of this union, Louis Alexander (1854-1921), who had become an admiral in the British navy, was created marquess of Milford Haven ..., and, at the request of King George V, the members of the family who lived in England renounced, in 1917, the German title of prince of Battenberg and adopted the surname of Mountbatten. The second son, Alexander Joseph (1857-93), was elected Prince Alexander I of Bulgaria in 1879 ... Henry Maurice, the third son, married on July 23, 1885, Beatrice, youngest daughter of Victoria, queen of England, became a naturalized Englishman and was appointed captain general and governor of the Isle of Wight and governor of Carisbrooke. He died at sea on Jan. 20, 1896, of a fever contracted on active service with the British troops during the Ashanti War. The fourth son, Francis Joseph (1861-1924), married in 1897 Anna, daughter of Nicholas I, prince of Montenegro, and was the author of Die volkswirtschaftliche Entwicklung Bulgariens von 1879 bis zur Gegenwart (1891).

“The only daughter of the princess of Battenberg, Marie Caroline (1852-1923), married in 1871 Gustavus Ernest, prince of Erbach-Schönberg. Princess Alice of Battenberg (b. 1885), daughter of Prince Louis Alexander, and Victoria Eugénie (Princess Ena of Battenberg; b. 1887), only daughter of Prince Henry Maurice, were
both married before 1917, the former to Prince Andrew of Greece and the latter to Alphonso XIII, king of Spain. Prince Henry’s youngest son, Maurice of Battenberg, was killed in action near Ypres on Oct. 27, 1914 ...

LET’S EXAMINE THE EVIDENCE

It seems that we have a castle by the name of Kellerburg, near a town called Battenberg in an area known as Hesse in Germany. It also appears that there was a family of German counts that lived there until they all died out in 1314. That area seems to have been settled mostly by Kelts in early times. Did the family physically die out, or did the succession of royal authority die out? It makes a lot of difference. Be that as it may, it also appears that this heir-apparent, Alexander, married a Polish lady. Again, one must ask the question, what kind of ladies might one find in Poland at that time (actually Warsaw)? Then, we are told there was a “morganatic marriage” arranged between this Polish lady named Julia Theresa von Hauke and Alexander. Interestingly, we have another morganatic marriage to compare with that of Alexander to Julia Theresa von Hauke. The party was Constantine Pavlovich (1779-1831), grand-duke and cesarevitch of Russia, born to Paul Petrovich and Mary Feodorovna. His grandmother, empress Catherine II, arranged for his marriage to Juliana of Coburg, which failed miserably. Later, he fell in love with a Polish lady, Johanna Grudzinska, and signed a paper resigning all claim of succession to the throne. Question: Why wasn’t Alexander required to sign a similar paper?, or did he? ...

The bad blood followed down from Julia Theresa von Hauke to her son Louis Alexander Mountbatten, to his daughter Victoria Alice of Battenberg, to her son Philip Mountbatten (Queen Elizabeth II’s husband), to his son Charles, Prince of Wales (whose very telltale appearance defies all reasonable doubt of a “Jewish” bloodline connection) ...

Because this may be somewhat confusing, I will show you that alleged bad bloodline from a different perspective:

2. Louis Alexander Mountbatten.
3. Victoria Alice of Battenberg.
4. Philip Mountbatten.
5. Charles, Prince of Wales.

Thus, I will repeat what I said before: The present Queen Elizabeth II is the last pureblooded Israelite of the Tribe of Judah, of the House of David, to sit on David’s throne, and she has no legitimate heirs to take her place. If anyone has evidence to the contrary without an additional “overturn”, let’s please see it!

I am usually very careful of quoting anything from wikipedia, but in this case it is so damning to the Mountbatten ancestral line, and substantiates so well our subject, I decided it was imperative that I use it.

From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Princess_Alice_of_Battenberg we read:

“Princess Alice of Battenberg, later Princess Andrew of Greece and Denmark (Victoria Alice Elizabeth Julia Marie; 25 February 1885 – 5 December 1969), was the mother of Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, and mother-in-law of Queen Elizabeth II.
“She was congenitally deaf, and grew up in Germany, England and the Mediterranean. After marrying Prince Andrew of Greece and Denmark in 1903, she lived in Greece until the exile of most of the Greek royal family in 1917. On returning to Greece a few years later, her husband was blaming in part for the defeat of Greece in the Greco-Turkish War (1919–1922), and the family were once again forced into exile until the restoration of the Greek monarchy in 1935.

“In 1930, she was diagnosed with schizophrenia and committed to a sanatorium; thereafter, she lived separately from her husband. After her recovery, she devoted most of her remaining years to charity work in Greece. She stayed in Athens during the Second World War, sheltering Jewish refugees, for which she is recognized as ‘Righteous Among the Nations’ at Yad Vashem. After the war, she stayed in Greece and founded an Orthodox nursing order of nuns known as the Christian Sisterhood of Martha and Mary.

“After the fall of King Constantine II of Greece and the imposition of military rule in Greece in 1967, she was invited by her son and daughter-in-law to live at Buckingham Palace in London, where she died two years later. Her remains were transferred to the Mount of Olives in 1988.” [underlining mine]

First, what is Yad Vashem? Answer: the World Center for Holocaust Research, Education, whose motto is Isaiah 56:5 taken out-of-context: “Even unto them will I give My house And within My walls a monument and a memorial Better than sons and daughters; I will give them an everlasting memorial, That shall not be cut off.” (jewish translation of the Old Testament by the jewish publication society of America.) Note: this is their punctuation, not mine!

Alice of Battenberg was born congenitally deaf and she was diagnosed with schizophrenia and committed to a sanatorium ... Inasmuch as the Edomite-jews are a mixture of many races, they are susceptible to many physical and mental abnormalities and unique diseases. Although deformities can show up in any race, the Edomite-jews seem to be plagued out-of-proportion, over-and-above the average population, with everything from giantism to dwarfism. To what extent this congenital deafness affected Alice of Battenberg we are not told, but we know she was able to mother five children. See Internet: http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20090324070404AAqnll5 where we find the following:

“Princess Alice had four daughters: Margarita (1905-1981), Theodora (1906-1969), Cecile (1911-1937), and Sophie (1914-2001), as well as only son Philip (b.1921).

“Princess Alice suffered from a mental illness, what is known today as bipolar disorder. Symptoms were inappropriate elation, impulsiveness, extreme motor activity, religious fervor complete with visions. Princess Alice was convinced that she had the gift of healing; during one manic episode she said that she was a saint, and the bride of Christ. She went through periods of listlessness, euphoria, she lost weight, suffered from headaches. It is her bipolar disorder that broke up her marriage. Alice was placed in a clinic at Tegel, Germany, where she was diagnosed by Freudian psychologist, as a schizophrenic paranoid. Treatment at that clinic only helped a little and she was placed in a Swiss psychiatric hospital, Bellevue Clinic, for over two years. After the sanatorium,
she lived a nomadic existence, traveling with help to Italy, Switzerland, Germany and living a quiet existence in hotels and rented rooms. She wrote to her children, but didn’t see them for five years. Gradually, she recovered.

“Her daughter, Cecile died in an air crash in 1937. Philip asked for a small piece of the airplane and was quite affected by the early death of his sister.

“I don’t think any child inherited Alice’s disability (deafness). Alice started an order of nuns called The Christian Sisterhood of Martha and Mary; they were a nursing order. Alice also helped Jewish refugees escape from the Gestapo, while she was living in Athens. Alice was decorated with The Royal Red Cross in recognition of her wartime services. Alice got things organized so that clothes for troops and refugees were made, hospitals were set up, nurses, doctors, housing and schools were also set up. Alice even helped with nursing duties herself, even assisting with operations."

It is also important to point out that NONE of Alice’s children should be considered European Royalty, which include: (1) Princess Margarita of Greece and Denmark; (2) Princess Theodora of Greece and Denmark; (3) Princess Cecilie of Greece and Denmark; (4) Princess Sophie of Greece and Denmark; and (5) Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh.

---

Left: Alice of Battenburg’s jewish features show through.
Right: Shows the jewishness of the Grandson of Princess Alice of Battenburg, Charles Prince of Wales.
If congenital deafness isn’t bad enough, add schizophrenia and one has a situation like a loose cannon that’s liable to explode in any direction at any time. Schizophrenia is a psychosis usually affecting younger people, characterized by disturbances in thinking which are often bizarre and seem to separate one’s thought process from one’s emotions.

Inasmuch as Alice of Battenberg was the grandmother of Charles Prince of Wales, we can see how Charles might have inherited some of her genetic defects. Funny thing, three of Alice of Battenberg’s girls appeared to be pure Anglo-Saxons, but that is how racial hybridity works. In fact Charles Prince of Wales’ hybridity didn’t show up until the second generation after Alice of Battenburg. Philip Jones, in his book Racial Hybridity, demonstrates several examples of this phenomenon. Actually, according to Philip Jones’ research, no single cell is a blend of the two races involved. What really happens in hybridity is, portions of flesh are made up of some cells identical to one ancestor, other cells to another. This sometimes shows up as dark spots mixed at random with white spots, similar to a leopard on the skin of a mulatto. However, this phenomenon is not only on the surface of the skin, but distributed throughout the entire body, inside and out! Any organ of the body, including the brain, has this same leopard-effect. It’s too bad that we haven’t, as yet, invented an instrument able to detect these random blotches of isolated diverse flesh. The sad part of this story is the fact that the dark blotches of flesh are at war with the light blotches of flesh, and there is no remedy, other than death! No doubt, this “leopard-effect” is what caused Alice of Battenberg’s schizophrenia!

We will now critique a sentence from the wikipedia article which I cited, where it stated:

“She (Alice of Battenberg) stayed in Athens during the Second World War, sheltering Jewish refugees, for which she is recognized as ‘Righteous Among the Nations’ at Yad Vashem.” This short statement speaks volumes! First of all, it reveals to us that Queen Elizabeth II knew exactly what kind of family she was about to marry into prior to her wedding. I had the documentation at one time that Benjamin Disraeli, years before, had told Queen Victoria (and I will paraphrase it) that “... you Englishmen and we jews are the same people ...” If I remember correctly, it was in a publication from The Christian Crusade Church out of Metarie, Louisiana. I must have loaned that issue out, and never got it back, so you’ll have to prove this Disraeli statement for yourself. I have read in another place that Queen Elizabeth had hoped to live long enough to turn her throne over to Jesus Christ. I have this documentation around here someplace, but you will have to take my word for that one also. It all boils down to the fact that Queen Elizabeth II knows a lot more than we realize! I believe that Queen Elizabeth II naively believes Benjamin Disraeli’s lie, and would rather fight than switch her position. Let’s face it, the whole Royal family of Britain are promoters of Edomite-jewish Zionism. No doubt, Queen Elizabeth II probably thought she was doing God a favor when she married Philip Mountbatten!

My gut feeling is that Prince Charles of Wales might have a mental problem similar to that of his grandmother, Alice of Battenburg. If Prince Charles had all of his marbles, surely Queen Elizabeth II could have ceded the throne of England over to
Charles long ago. What is she waiting for? Or, maybe somewhere along the way, “Alexander (1823-88), a younger son of Louis II, grand duke of Hesse, contracted a morganatic marriage with the Polish lady, Countess Julia Theresa von Hauke (1825-95),” and possibly had to sign an agreement that he would forfeit any and all inheritance to the throne in perpetuity if he went through with the marriage! These are two very probable reasons why Queen Elizabeth II hasn’t ceded her throne over to Prince Charles of Wales, as he is still #1 Heir-Apparent. Of the two possibilities, I lean toward the suspicion that Prince Charles may have a syndrome similar to that of his grandmother. If such should be true, it has been a well-kept family secret.

If for some reason, Queen Elizabeth II doesn’t trust Prince Charles to take the throne, surely she could have skipped over Charles and chosen Prince William, who is #2 Heir-Apparent. Although, had Queen Elizabeth II skipped over Prince Charles in favor of Prince William, nearly everyone would be asking, “what’s the matter with Charles”, and the hushed-up family secret would be a secret no more. For that matter, maybe Queen Elizabeth II has some hidden reason for not trusting Prince William to take the throne. According to *Time Magazine*, Summer Double Issue for July 8th & 15th, 2013, p.49, they have William and Kate’s expectant baby listed as #3 Heir-Apparent, whether it is a boy or a girl.

Additionally, I do not believe it was just happenstance that there was a movement afoot to change the rule of Heir-Apparent from the firstborn Royal male child in the United Kingdom to the firstborn Royal male-or-female. I realize that Queen Elizabeth II does have some shirtil relationship problems on her Husband’s side of her house, namely the corrupt line of Prince Philip Mountbatten. One can quickly conjecture that the whole reason for such a move was to skip both Prince Charles and Prince William in order for Queen Elizabeth II to have a female ‘spitting image’ of herself to be the next Queen, and to usurp the king’s rightful position. I’m convinced Queen Elizabeth II is praying the baby will be a girl. However, the English King Line is already corrupted with a descendant of Cain, and there is no remedy that can correct the situation. Once mixed, always mixed! Not only this, but it appears that presently, Queen Elizabeth II represents the end of the whole Windsor line of Heir-Applicants! Or should we say ‘dubious heir-applicants?’

Then we are told that: “Princess Alice was convinced that she had the gift of healing; during one manic episode she said that she was a saint, and the bride of Christ.” From this bit of information, it appears that Alice of Battenberg’s family line were made up of cryptomarrano converso-jewish who had been converted to Catholicism. Then, Princess Alice bought into the contemporary deceptive tenets of Jewish pentecostalism, which is a false doctrine to the core. Here, for clarity on the subject, only pureblooded Israelites can be “saints” or “the bride of Yahshua Christ!”

In his book *Kings & Queen of England*, David Williamson sums up Queen Elizabeth’s reign thusly, on p. 122:

“During the course of her lengthy reign, the queen has set about presenting herself as everything a 20th-century monarch should be, winning praise for her dignified acceptance of her duties and responsibilities and making efforts to communicate with her subjects on a regular basis, while never reducing the mystique of royalty by
becoming too familiar. As head of the Commonwealth she has undertaken many strenuous tours all over the world with unflagging enthusiasm.

“Two more sons were born to the queen, Prince Andrew Albert Christian Edward on 19 February 1960, and Prince Edward Anthony Richard Louis on 10 March 1964.

“An accumulation of problems has grown around the royal family in recent years. Prince Charles, Prince of Wales, was married at St Paul’s Cathedral on 29 July 1981 to Lady Diana Spencer, youngest daughter of the 8th Earl [of] Spencer. After the birth of two sons, Prince William Arthur Philip Louis on 21 June 1982 and Prince Henry Charles Albert David on 15 September 1984, the marriage encountered difficulties and the prince and princess separated in 1992. A divorce was finally agreed on and made absolute on 28 August 1996. Diana, Princess of Wales, enjoyed a tremendous popularity, not only for her beauty and vivacity but also for her devotion to many charitable causes and her campaign for the banning of landmines throughout the world. The nation was stunned when she was killed in a motor accident in Paris in the early hours of the morning of 31 August 1997. Her former husband escorted her body back to London and her public funeral at Westminster Abbey was the occasion of an outpouring of public grief and emotion probably greater than anything seen in this country before.

“The marriage of the queen’s second son, Prince Andrew, Duke of York, also foundered, as did the first marriage of her daughter Anne, Princess Royal, although the latter has remarried ....”

[Note: By the way, Princess Anne shows her jewishness more so than her brother, Prince Charles of Wales!]

What we can be sure of is, the throne of David is here to stay, but this later jewish corrupted house of Windsor will be relegated to the trash heaps of history. The only Windsors to survive are those who are genetically pure Israelites.

When Adam said of Eve, Gen. 2:23 “This is now bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh ...” it means he and Eve were both genetically pure (i.e., kind after kind of the same race), thus marriage being permissible. The same is true of Christ and His Assembly, Eph. 5:30: “For we are members of his body, of his flesh, and of his bones.” Therefore, both He and His Israelite-sheep being pure Adamites (i.e., kind after kind), it was and is permissible for Yahweh in the flesh, as Yahshua, to remarry His pure Israel-sheep. Inasmuch as Yahweh limits Himself to kind after kind, it is paramount that His Israel sheep do likewise between Israelite men and Israelite women! Anything else is not a legitimate family. To marry someone other than kind-after-kind is Biblical adultery! Hence, only pure White Adamite Caucasian Israelites will be in Yahshua Christ’s Kingdom. Actually, every pure White Adamite who ever lived will be in the Resurrection, but the pure White Israelites will be the cream-of-the-crop.